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How an aging population makes inflation worse 3
Did you know?

• Baby boomers are hitting their retirement years, and that may make it more challenging — and 
economically costly — to lower inflation.

• Why it matters: With retirements driving slow labor force growth, more of the burden of bringing inflation down 
will fall on the Fed's efforts to reduce demand — meaning a more severe downturn than might occur otherwise.
o Demand in the economy exceeds supply of goods and services. The fewer people who are working because 

they have elected to retire, the harder it will be for supply to catch up.
• The backdrop: The extra-large postwar generation born between 1945 and 1964 has been shaping the economy 

for seven decades. As they stop working, their contribution to economic output vanishes, while their consumption 
continues as they spend down retirement savings.
o The generations coming behind them are smaller and immigration rates have fallen, making for a less 

favorable "dependency ratio" of those working to those not.
o For example, in the year 2000 there were 3.6 adults in their prime working years between 25 to 54 for every 

adult over age 65. Now, that ratio is down to 2.2, and still falling.
• What they're saying: "An aging population will hurt the U.S. economy’s ability to grow without creating inflation 

longer term," BlackRock Investment Institute researchers argue in a new commentary.
o The demographic realities make "it hard for the economy to operate at current activity levels without fueling 

inflation," wrote Jean Boivin, Alex Brazier, Wei Li, and Nicholas Fawcett.
o "The Fed would need to crush activity to push inflation back to its target," they add.

• Flashback: For years, economists have looked at aging populations as a potential explanation for persistently low 
inflation and interest rates.

• The intuition: The super-sized Boomer generation has spent decades accumulating assets in preparation for 
retirement, creating a savings glut, while also moving through prime years of their working life.
• With the youngest of the generation now 58 and the oldest 77, those trends may be in the process of 

reversing, with millions flowing out of the labor force and their savings rates turning negative.
• The underlying demographic forces are slow-moving and inevitable. What is more surprising is that they 

coincide with high inflation also fueled by global supply constraints and excessive pandemic-era stimulus.
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Did you know?

• The “American 
Dream” is often 
associated with 
imagery of spacious 
estates adorned 
with white picket 
fences, wrap-
around porches, 
and sprawling 
green lawns that 
seem to go on 
forever.

• But in reality, 
modern American 
life has become 
much more 
compact. Over the 
last few decades, 
the average lot size 
in the U.S. has 
decreased 
significantly—from 
18,760 square feet 
in 1978 to 13,896 in 
2020.
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Did you know?
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HSBC quits Canada, selling its business to RBC for £8.4bn
• London-headquartered bank has been struggling to navigate political pressure from both Beijing and the west.
• HSBC has struck a deal to sell its Canadian business to Royal Bank of Canada for £8.4bn as it continues to shrink its 

global footprint and focus on the Chinese market.
• HSBC, which once advertised itself as the “world’s international bank”, has been struggling to navigate political 

pressures from both the west and Beijing following China’s crackdown in Hong Kong.
• The London-headquartered bank, which has also been trying to appease key investors, including Chinese activist 

shareholder Ping An, which is pushing for higher returns and called for a spin-off of its more profitable Asian 
business.

Good news for inflation-plagued consumers?
• Vincent Stamer from the Kiel Institute for the World Economy thinks the fall in global shipping rates will trickle down 

to consumer prices as goods manufacturers previously had to spend "a tenth of each dollar earned" on 
transportation and logistics. "Therefore, an easing of freight rates will lower the costs for companies and, finally, also 
consumer prices."

• But Martin Kröger disagrees, saying shipping costs make up only a "very tiny amount" of the shelve prices to be paid 
by consumers. He even thinks that freight rates are not going to fall any further, as additional expenditures for 
shippers caused, for example, by higher environmental standards would cost "a lot of money."

• "Stringent new CO2 regulation imposed by the EU and aimed at gradually introducing less polluting fuels in shipping 
will increase our costs as they are much more expensive than the conventional fossil fuels we currently use," he said.

UK: The supermarket lending shoppers’ money for groceries
In a bid to help those who find themselves in hardship, UK supermarket chain Iceland Foods is offering small interest-
free loans to help people buy groceries. The microloan program, called Iceland Food Club, could relieve pressure on the 
country’s food banks — which are unable to meet demand — and increase borrowers’ access to the fresh produce often 
lacking in non-perishable-focused donation boxes.
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Why the global economy is slowing
The war in Ukraine, rising interest rates, and lockdowns in China are all weighing on global growth.
• It’s not just the United States — the global economy is slowing down.
• Inflation in European countries has spiked as the war in Ukraine has pushed up prices for essentials like heating, gas, 

and food. China’s “zero Covid” policies of strict lockdowns and mass testing continue to disrupt the production of 
goods. And around the world, central banks are raising interest rates in an attempt to bring rising prices under 
control by weakening consumer demand.

• The International Monetary Fund has lowered its growth outlook for 2023, projecting that the world economy will 
grow 2.7 percent in 2023, down from 3.2 percent this year. The IMF said in a report last month that the global 
economy was facing “steep challenges” as pandemic-related supply-chain disruptions, the war in Ukraine, China’s 
economic slowdown, and rising interest rates weigh on growth.

• “In short, the worst is yet to come, and 2023 will feel like a recession,” the organization said in the report.
o The war in Ukraine - The war in Ukraine has sparked an energy crisis in Europe, leading to a surge in prices. 

Countries that were more dependent on energy imports from Russia — such as Germany and Italy — have 
been hit especially hard by the restricted supply of natural gas. Inflation in the Eurozone picked up 10.6 
percent in October from a year earlier, up from 9.9 percent the month before. Inflation in the United Kingdom 
has also surged because of skyrocketing energy bills. In October, consumer prices in Britain climbed 11.1 
percent from a year before. The war has also disrupted exports of food such as wheat, sunflower oil, and 
other produce, straining the global food supply and pushing up inflation further.

o China’s economic slowdown - China is under “extreme duress” because of its stringent Covid policies and 
weakening property industry, said Kenneth Rogoff, an economics professor at Harvard University and a former 
chief economist at the IMF. China’s economy — the world’s second-largest — has taken a toll because of its 
attempts to eradicate Covid outbreaks through extensive lockdowns and mass testing efforts. Although 
economists expect China’s economy to rebound in growth next year as restrictions potentially ease, the “zero-
Covid” approach has already disrupted the production of goods, weakened consumer spending, and led to 
growing protests against the policies.
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What E-Commerce Is Teaching Us About Returns
• Retailers quickly learned that e-commerce sales generate a higher proportion of returns than in-store shopping. 

Depending on the sector, the figure is somewhere north of 20%, according to figures from the NRF, compared to 
below 10% for in-person purchases, and it's rising. That makes sense, especially when you consider apparel 
purchased online — which attracts a return rate closer to 30%. Look and feel count for a lot, and user-experience 
technology is not yet capable of allowing consumers to know for sure in advance whether the shoe will actually fit.

• But there’s another critical point that seems to have eluded many retailers when it comes to returns. It’s this: 
Because the process of assessing and rejecting items and then being satisfied with your choice happens at home, 
part of the pleasure of online shopping happens there and then too. But most e-tailers behave as if the highlight of 
the experience happens when you hit “place order.” It doesn’t. 

• “The moment of magic in e-commerce is when the product turns up, and retailers aren’t paying enough attention to 
that,” says shipping platform Veho. As a consequence, many retailers are focusing on returns, but they’re not 
treating them as a critical piece of the customer satisfaction and retention puzzle. They tend to behave as if these 
returns are more or less the same as traditional returns, just at greater volume (and correspondingly greater cost).

• Post-pandemic-driven e-commerce boom, it is clear retailers are attempting to increase consumer pain in order to 
minimize their own. Major retailers are shortening their refund and exchange windows and charging restocking fees.

• While understandable to focus on minimizing the number and cost of returns, there’s an opportunity to gain a 
competitive edge lurking in this loathed part of the business. Punishing customers in order to optimize short-term 
economics comes at the expense of longer-term brand loyalty, and even risks lowering the initial conversion rate.

• Zappos, part of Amazon and the first to make returns a profit center instead of a cost center, because customers will 
buy more, said online customers feel “If I know I can return something that doesn’t fit me, it increases the likelihood 
that I’ll order in the first place, and I develop loyalty toward the brand.” 

• Veho says Amazon has taken that concept and expanded it. “The number-one logistics fallacy about Amazon, that it’s 
all about same-day or next-day delivery, misses the bigger picture.”  “Amazon is creating extra layers of logistics 
because it creates customer loyalty.”

• A customer-centric, easy returns process can get goods back on the DC shelves faster.
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Cyber Monday spend reaches $11.3B with a surge in BNPL usage
• Following a mixed bag of Black Friday results, Cyber Monday brought in a record $11.3 billion in total spend, marking 

5.8% growth year over year, according to data from Adobe Analytics. At the peak hour of 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. Pacific 
Standard Time, consumers were spending $12.8 million every minute, per Adobe.

• Toys, electronics and computers drove online spend, with the toys category seeing a 684% jump in sales compared 
to an average day in October. Discounts hit record highs across those categories, where electronics price cuts peaked 
at 25% off compared to 8% in 2021. Similar to trends from Thanksgiving this year, mobile shopping was strong with 
43% of online sales coming from a smartphone on Monday.

• Buy now, pay later saw a surge in use starting during the holidays last week, which continued into Cyber Monday. 
During Cyber Week — which Adobe counts as Thanksgiving to Cyber Monday — BNPL orders increased by 85% 
compared to the week before and revenue from it increased 88%. From Black Friday to Cyber Monday, BNPL service 
provider Afterpay saw transactions rise by 120% compared to before the holiday.

Movement to boycott Loblaw gains steam as Canadians angered over corporate greed
Basic living costs are skyrocketing amid historically high inflation rates, to the point where food bank usage has reached 
an all-time high across Canada. Loblaw Companies Ltd. — Canada’s largest food and drug store retailer — has positioned 
itself quite perfectly to be the “bad guy” in the story, emerging in recent months as the very poster corporation for 
grocery store gouging.

Amazon again edges out Walmart as lowest cost online retailer
• Walmart may claim to be the low-cost leader on food and consumables, but a recent study of e-commerce prices in 

15 major categories from July 11 to Oct. 2 found Amazon has the lowest online prices when measured against 13 
U.S. retailers, including Walmart and Target. Profitero compared the everyday online prices on nearly 15,000 items 
in the study and found Amazon had the lowest online prices that were on average 13% below competitors. 

• Profitero compared the everyday online prices on nearly 15,000 items in the study and found Amazon had the 
lowest online prices that were, on average, 13% below competitors. 
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Indie gives Senate testimony on Kroger-Albertsons merger
• Michael Needler Jr., a National Grocers Association (NGA) member and CEO of Fresh Encounter Inc., which 

operates almost 100 grocery stores in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and Florida, testified before the Senate Judiciary 
Subcommittee on Competition Policy, Antitrust and Consumer Rights on the impact of increased consolidation and 
buyer power in the marketplace. During the hearing, “Examining the Competitive Impact of the Proposed Kroger-
Albertsons Transaction,” Needler offered the independent grocer perspective on competition in the grocery sector 
and the potential effect of the Kroger-Albertsons merger.

• “Our view is this: America’s grocery sector is getting less competitive from increasing concentration and 
unchecked buyer power due to a lack of enforcement of the Robinson-Patman Act,” Needler said.

• According to NGA, growing consolidation has led to a small number of companies with unprecedented economic 
power over food processing, meat packing and retail. These companies are able to dictate terms from suppliers to 
provide lower prices and more favorable supply terms, special package offerings, and product availability, leaving 
independent grocers at a disadvantage.

• “America’s independent grocers and wholesalers are the backbone of their communities, providing access to 
nutritious food, essential services, and local jobs,” noted Greg Ferrara, president and CEO of Washington, D.C.-
based NGA, which represents more than 1,800 independent grocery retailers that account for nearly 9,000 store 
fronts across the country. “In towns across the nation, independent grocers strive to compete on price, quality, 
service, convenience and product variety. However, lack of antitrust enforcement has allowed for the creation of a 
new generation of power buyers, and enhanced levels of concentration in the grocery retailing marketplace. 
Without enforcement of antitrust laws like the Robinson-Patman Act, power buyers will continue to engage in this 
cycle of anticompetitive behavior, harming competition within the industry and consumers.”

• Indies weren’t the only ones in D.C. to discuss the pending merger: Kroger Co. CEO Rodney McMullen and 
Albertsons CEO Vivek Sankaran were also scheduled to testify before the antitrust panel of the Senate Judiciary 
Committee.

• Earlier this year, NGA submitted comments to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Department of Justice 
(DOJ) encouraging the agency to curb anticompetitive practices arising from mergers of supermarket operators.
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Australia - YourGrocer goes head-to-head with major supermarket chains
• Australia has one of the most concentrated food supply chains in the world, with two thirds of the population’s 

grocery spend ending up at either Coles or Woolworths. Morgan Ranieri, 33-year-old founder of YourGrocer, 
plans to change that. He started in 2013, frustrated by the lack of choice and convenience he had when trying to 
get fresh, quality groceries after work when only the supermarkets were left open. “Independent shops and 
producers know how to handle fresh food in a way that can’t be done by a $30bn supermarket,” he said.

• “You need someone who knows how to filet fish or select the best apples, and you need lots of them. This kind of 
work can’t be done with a spreadsheet in an office.”

• YourGrocer delivers groceries directly from over 85 independent Melbourne grocers, butchers, fishmongers, delis, 
dairies and farms. The company collects their goods in the morning, sorts them into one simple bag for the 
customer and delivers it to their doorstep on the same day.

Smaller Rite Aid stores will target underserved communities
• Rite Aid has opened a smaller format pharmacy in Craigsville, Va., as part of a pilot program to improve access for 

pharmacy services in “pharmacy deserts” and underserved communities. Philadelphia-based Rite Aid intends to 
open two more locations in Virginia by early 2023.

• At 3,000 square feet, each outlet in the program will be significantly smaller than the average 11,000 to 15,000 
square-foot standard Rite Aid location. The stores will feature a full-service pharmacy and a retail assortment of 
health and wellness products.

Dick's, Lowe's, Walmart embrace robust inventory levels
Many retailers including Walmart, Lowe's and Dick's Sporting Goods regard high levels of inventory as a sign of 
strength indicating recovery from supply chain shortages and assurance that they have the right merchandise to meet 
customer demand. Lowe's is ordering goods earlier than usual, while Burlington Stores CEO Michael O'Sullivan said 
the company is increasing inventory over the holidays to ensure strong levels for the spring. As companies cope with 
excess goods, companies like Dicks and others are ordering more and enjoying fully stocked shelves
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MSC receives its first aircraft
• MSC has announced the delivery of the first MSC-branded aircraft,                                                               

built by Boeing and operated by Atlas Air. The B777-200 Freighter will                                                          
fly on routes between China, the United States, Mexico and Europe.

• Jannie Davel, senior vice president of Air Cargo at MSC, said, “Our                                                          
customers need the option of air solutions, which is why we’re                                                               
integrating this transportation mode to complement our extensive                                                             
maritime and land cargo operations. The delivery of this first aircraft                                                      
marks the start of our long-term investment in air cargo.”

• He went on to add, “Since I started at MSC, I have spoken to                                                                 
numerous partners and customers right across the market and it is                                                            
very clear that air cargo can enable a range of companies to meet their logistics needs. Flying adds options, speed, 
flexibility and reliability to supply chain management, and there are particular benefits for moving perishables, such 
as fruit and vegetables, pharmaceutical and other healthcare products and high-value goods.”

• Atlas Air, a subsidiary of Atlas Air Worldwide Holdings, is supporting MSC on an aircraft, crew, maintenance and 
insurance (ACMI) basis. This aircraft is the first of four B777-200Fs in the pipeline, which are being placed on a long-
term basis with MSC.

Comment – This is similar to how Virgin Air started.

Predatory towing explored
• ATRI issued an open call for motor carriers and drivers that have been victims of predatory towing. The group opened 

a survey, which can be found here, to collect data on the impact of predatory towing in the trucking industry.
• ATRI defines predatory towing as any incident in which a tow truck operator egregiously overcharges, illegally seizes, 

damages by use of improper equipment, or withholds release of a truck and/or cargo. 
• Recognizing its persistent negative impact on the industry, ATRI’s Research Advisory Committee (RAC) identified the 

need to better understand this problem as a top research priority earlier this year.
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Freight rate look ahead 
• Looking ahead to Q4 2022, a weakened environment for retail is all but inevitable, especially when compared to the 

growth seen in the 2020 and 2021 holiday seasons. Aside from the broader shift in spending from freight-intensive 
goods to services, consumers have been battered by inflationary pressures at the grocery store and gas pump for 
several months now, limiting their discretionary budgets. 

• Despite facing unfavorable comps from previous years, it is nevertheless possible that Q4 will see activity deserving 
of the name “peak season,” but it would not be shocking if this year’s season was less “peaky” than usual.

• In light of these market conditions, it is believed                                                                                                                     
spot rates will continue to decline in Q4 by 
low-single-digit percentages. While there is still 
some room for spot rates to fall, smaller carriers 
are already operating with razor-thin (if not 
negative) margins. One will probably see a more 
substantial drop in contract rates for the quarter, 
given the abundance of pricing power recently 
gained by shippers. Since a considerable portion 
of shippers still abide by yearly bid cycles, Q1/2023                                                                                                                      
is more likely to be the time when larger carriers                                                                                                                     
feel the screws begin to tighten.

• It is believed the freight shipments volumes will                                                                            
continue its current path of contraction in Q4.

• One primary source of OTR TL volume is maritime                                                                              
imports, the peak season for which is from early                                                                             
August to late September. Unfortunately, not only                                                                            
did this peak fail to manifest, but U.S. Customs                                                                             
data shows that imports in Q3 fell 5.25%.
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Three things to watch in freight
• Capacity and rates - U.S. truckload capacity has continued to loosen in November as tender rejection rates fall and 

spot rates find a new floor. Freight brokers advise shippers are working contract rates down as the trucking industry 
enters bid season. For a few weeks in September and October, it appeared that contract rates were falling fast 
enough to start closing the gap between contract and spot, but spot carriers are again lowering their rates in lieu of 
a strong peak retail season materializing.

• The economy - The Federal Reserve’s October Beige Book, indicated that national economic activity expanded 
modestly since its previous report . Retail spending was relatively flat, reflecting lower discretionary spending, and 
auto dealers noted sustained sluggishness in sales stemming from limited inventories, high vehicle prices, and rising 
interest rates. Travel and tourist activity rose strongly, boosted by continued strength in leisure activity and a pickup 
in business travel. Manufacturing activity held steady or expanded in most areas of the country in part due to easing 
in supply chain disruptions, though there were a few reports of output declines. 

• Activity grab bag - Activity in transportation services was mixed, as port activity increased strongly whereas reports 
of trucking and freight demand were mixed. Rising mortgage rates and elevated house prices further weakened 
single-family starts and sales. Energy activity expanded moderately, whereas agriculture reports were mixed, as 
drought conditions and high input costs remained a challenge. 

House votes to prevent rail shutdown, OKs separate sick-leave measure
• President Biden praised US House members for their vote yesterday to avert a national rail strike and called on the 

Senate to take up the legislation without delay. "Without the certainty of a final vote to avoid a shutdown this week, 
railroads will begin to halt the movement of critical materials like chemicals to clean our drinking water as soon as 
this weekend," Biden said in a prepared statement. "The Senate must move quickly and send a bill to my desk for my 
signature immediately."

• The House passed the measure in a 290 to 137 vote, with 79 Republicans joining 211 Democrats that would adopt 
new contracts between the railroads and rail unions. The contracts include pay increases of 24% over five years from 
2020 through 2024; immediate payouts averaging $11,000 upon ratification; and an extra paid day off.
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Perishable supply chain smoothing out somewhat
• Currently, the once very confused global supply chain is smoothing out somewhat. According to Kuehne + Nagel’s 

subsidiary Commodity Forwarders, Inc., perishable cargoes that switched from ocean vessels to air freight are 
returning to sea transport. Also, space demands are slowly returning to pre-pandemic levels in many trade lanes.

• Some 18 months ago, major delays started at seaports, with labor shortages, long lines and trucking difficulties. That 
is why growers, packers, and shippers of perishable items had no choice but to put more traffic into air freight. But 
last summer, a “heavy pivot” from air freight back to sea freight occurred as ocean terminals became less congested 
and sailing schedules more reliable.

• K+N said air cargo belly operators had their labor issues as well, with shortages of ground handling staff but that 
situation was “more compounded” with sea freight operators than air cargo.

US transportation industry should focus on international shipping for fresh fruits and vegetables
• The American transportation industry might want to study the odds-on international shipping for fresh fruits and 

vegetables. For a variety of good reasons, recent years’ upward trends appear to go up at an even faster pace.
• The USDA report titled “U.S. Agricultural Projections” and published in February 2021, shows a 2019 value of $22.9 

billion for fresh fruits and vegetables imported to the US. That number is projected to be $36.6 billion by 2030. In 
2021, the imported fresh produce value was $25.1 billion.

• US produce growers have long been leaders in supplying their countrymen with healthy fresh fruits and vegetables. 
But they face climatic limitations, which swing open wide doors for producers in other latitudes. And now, water 
restrictions and severe labor troubles, coupled with skyrocketing production costs are posing more dangers for US 
growers.

• Now, Mexico enjoys many advantages, providing 77% of U.S. fruit imports. That is why, although  offshore production 
certainly faces rising transportation costs, aggressive investment by steamship companies and certain US ports to 
serve perishable foods are efficiently minimizing costs to keep produce affordable for consumers.

• There is also a concerted transfer of international US shipping directions from east-west-east  to north-south-north 
with a commensurate injection of capital into Gulf Coast ports and facilities.
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China logistics still struggling with COVID
• Shipping, air freight and possibly some supply chains threatened with renewed crisis as China plunges back into 

emergency anti-COVID measures.
• Implications for ports and airports appear not to be too serious, although why this is the case in not clear, as many 

major cities and regions are in some form of emergency measures. Ominously, the city of Shenzhen has issued a 
“work from home” order despite the wider region appearing to relax measures in the face of public disturbances.

• Chinese state media reports that the neighboring port of Guangzhou, “has seen a limited impact on logistics and 
trade so far thanks to the local government’s launch of dynamic epidemic control measures to bring down the 
possible impact of the outbreak and quick reining of the virus.”

• Ports further up the coast also seem to be unaffected with Dalian seeing relaxed measures at the end of last week.
• However, the city of Shanghai, which is China’s largest container port, has just embarked on a further round of 

restrictions, with mass testing, business closures and movement restrictions. In the past such measures have led to 
serious disruption at both ports and airports, with truck-traffic in particular unable to drive through the city.

• Similar measures are reported to be being applied in Chengdu and Wuhan, with both production and logistics 
activities being disrupted. Wuhan is a significant river port on the Yangtse and a key feeder location for Shanghai. 
Last week saw unrest in Zhengzhou in response to the imposition of new measures, with the most high-profile 
disturbances at the large Foxconn production and logistics hub in the city.

• The situation is all the more febrile due to the political implications. The central Chinese government has attempted 
to articulate a change in policy over COVID measures, emphasizing a shift away from sweeping quarantine policies. 
However, it does not seem that these new policies are being applied on the ground. There has been extensive public 
unrest in reaction to these measures.

• Immediate implications for air and sea freight do not yet seem to be at the level of seriousness seen in 2021, when a 
number of major ports in regions such as the Pearl River Delta and Shanghai reduced operations to a minimum. 

• What the present situation implies is that sea and air freight will recover at a slower rate than had been assumed.
• Markets such as aircraft belly freight will remain short of volume.
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In line with the national index, all 
regions saw robust gains in 
freight spending on a yearly basis 
but, with the exception of the 
Southwest, reported quarterly 
declines in transportation prices. 
The magnitude of these quarterly 
declines ranged from the 
Southeast’s 0.1% to the 
Midwest’s 5.3%, largely as a 
result of falling diesel prices. 
Given the sudden rise in volumes 
for the Southwest, capacity was 
initially difficult to secure in the 
region, since it was distributed 
primarily around more 
established markets like Los 
Angeles. Thus, the Southwest 
Regional Spend Index saw 
quarterly gains of 1.7% as well as 
yearly gains of 24.8%. Among the 
remaining regions, yearly gains in 
freight spending were more 
consistent, from the Midwest’s 
6.5% to the Northeast’s 11.9%
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US President Joe Biden signs bill to avoid December rail strike
• Biden vows to return to the issue of paid sick leave ‘not just for rail workers but for every worker in America’.
• Biden has signed into law a joint resolution ending a labour dispute between the country’s railroad                          

companies                 and its unions, forcing both parties to reach a deal that would mean higher wages for workers.
• The move halts a strike that was anticipated to start on December 9, as railroad workers push for better working 

conditions. Biden had said that a railroad strike would spell “real disaster” for the US economy, resulting in job losses 
for “as many as 765,000 Americans” within the first two weeks alone.

Fuel prices dip as spot rates see late seasonal strength
• Owner-operators in most places around the country are seeing at least some relief at the pumps, as the U.S.’ national 

average fell by 8 cents during the week ending Nov. 21, according to the Department of Energy’s Energy Information 
Administration.

• Prices had been mostly flat for about five weeks, holding just above $5.30 per gallon nationwide since mid-October.
• The most recent week’s 8-cent drop brings the national average to $2.23, its lowest point since the week ending Oct. 

10, when the average was $5.22 per gallon.
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Supply chain hell
• Vincent Stamer from the Kiel Institute for the World Economy explains that a surge in demand and so-called 

front-loading [the process of allocating costs at the beginning of a project or contract]   by importers had led to 
the previous supply bottlenecks.

• "During the pandemic, consumers in Europe and North America massively bought consumer electronics devices, 
furniture and sports apparel, causing importers to hastily fill their inventories to meet the demand," he told DW. 
However, the boom is now subsiding and demand for such goods is dropping, he added.

• With the United States hovering on the brink of a recession, and growth in Europe already falling off the cliff, the 
prospects for further economic expansion are indeed dramatically reversing. "Fears of rising inflation and an 
economic downturn are weighing on the demand for goods," Stamer said, driving down the "need for shipping 
space and the level of freight rates" at the same time.

Collect&Go (Colruyt) tests self-driving vehicle for grocery delivery
• Collect&Go, Colruyt Group's online grocery delivery service, is currently testing                                            

the technology of a brand-new innovation: an unmanned vehicle developed by                                                      
Estonian company Clevon that combines remote control with an advanced                                                        
autopilot. 

• Remotely controlled, the self-driving vehicle took to public roads for the first                                                
time yesterday. In doing so, it covered a                                        4-kilometre route                              
from the distribution centre                                                              to Collect&Go’s                    
collect point in Londerzeel.                                                                 This is the longest             
route ever covered in                                                                             Belgium by                 
an unmanned vehicle,                                                                               Colruyt reported.

• With a worldwide shortage                                                                   of drivers, the cost of those last kilometres is sky-
high and mobility in cities                                                                          is a real challenge. Investing in innovation, 
new solutions and state-of- the-art technologies is therefore crucial.
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‘Gloomy prospects’, ‘losing steam’ – UNCTAD summarizes shipping’s outlook
‘Gloomy prospects with increasing risks’ – a headline in UNCTAD’s latest Review casts the die on shipping’s somber 
outlook. Any recovery in maritime transportation and logistics is now “at risk” from the war in Ukraine, the continued 
grip of the pandemic, lingering supply-chain constraints, China’s cooling economy and zero-Covid policy, inflationary 
pressures and the cost-of-living squeeze, said the 2022 report. Adding to the long list of risks is industrial action in ports 
and hinterland transport, where there is potential for “widespread unrest.”
• Scenario 1 – ‘Recovery sustained’ – sees disruption contained, with the war in Ukraine ending in the near future and 

no military escalation in other regions. In this scenario, GDP growth reverts to its pre-crisis trend, inflation remains 
stable, and Covid-19 is endemic, and no new lethal variants emerge. This results in falling freight rates, although 
they remain higher than pre-pandemic levels until new capacity arrives in 2023–2024. 

• Scenario 2 – ‘Recovery interrupted: War in Ukraine intensifies, but pandemic and logistics crunch are contained’ –
sees disruption continue with a protracted war in Ukraine and intensifying of related economic restrictive measures 
which affect trade between the West and China. Covid-19 pandemic is contained and recognised as endemic, but 
inflation increases, and monetary policy tightens as a cost-of-living crisis unfolds. GDP growth moderates and energy 
exports from Russia to Europe decline or are suspended. Overall, maritime trade stagnates or declines here. 

• Scenario 3 – ‘Recovery interrupted: War in Ukraine is contained, but pandemic and logistics crunch intensify seeing 
disruption continue, as new infections and variants of Covid-19 emerge, and lockdowns are implemented 
sporadically. The war in Ukraine ends sooner than later and related economic restrictive measures do not escalate 
further - and may even be scaled back. However, supply chain and logistic problems intensify, and freight rates and 
inflationary pressures increase. Overall, maritime trade marginally declines, reflecting moderated demand due to 
higher shipping and living costs.

• Scenario 4: ‘Recovery derailed’, disruption is “exacerbated,” Covid-19 continues with more lockdowns and there is a 
protracted war in Ukraine. This leads to intensifying related restrictive economic measures, which affect trade 
between the West and China. There is overcapacity in shipping and logistics and freight rates fall with lower 
demand. This results in world fragmentation and decelerating globalization and maritime trade declines. Under this 
scenario there is “greater uncertainty about the timing and path to recovery”, said UNCTAD.
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Shanghai drives volume growth in China as rates plummet
• Chinese ports moved a total of 244.9 million TEU in the first 10 months of this year, an increase of four per cent 

compared to the same period in 2021, reports London's Port Technology.
• From January to October 2022, the cargo volume of Chinese ports was 1.29 trillion tons, a year-on-year surge of 

0.5 per cent.
• Shanghai confirms its place as top performing port in the country, with 4.19 million TEU moved throughout 

October, now standing at 39.08 million TEU totaled for the first 10 months of the year.
• Dalian port in the Liaoning Province showed the highest growth rate, increasing 18.3 per cent from the same 

period last year.
• In terms of container freight rates, the average value of the Ningbo Container Freight index (NCFI) in November 

was 1.055.1 points, showing a significant decrease of 24.2 per cent compared to last month.
• The Ningbo to North America route was affected by the short demand in the transportation market.

Stowaways survive 11 days on rudder of ship travelling from Nigeria to Canary Islands
• Spain's Maritime Rescue Service has rescued three stowaways traveling on a ship's rudder in the Canary Islands 

after the vessel sailed there from Nigeria.
• The men, found on the Alithini II oil tanker at the Las Palmas                                                               

port, appeared to have symptoms of dehydration and                                                                           
hypothermia after spending about eleven days clinging to the                                                                 
rubber of the oil tanker.

• The three were subsequently transferred to hospitals on the                                                                  
island for medical attention, Spain's Salvamento Marítimo said.

• According to the Marine Traffic website which tracks ships, the                                                              
Malta-flagged vessel left Lagos, Nigeria on Nov. 17 and arrived in                                                              
Las Palmas Monday.

• Though extremely dangerous, it is not the first-time stowaways have been found traveling on ships’ rudders.
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Truckers blockade Korean container ports in strike over wages
• STRIKING harbour truckers have blockaded access to Busan and Gwangyang ports for more pay, causing a 60 per 

sent reduction in container traffic, reports London's Loadstar.
• The 25,000 drivers of the Cargo Truckers Solidarity Union are demanding a minimum wage system to manage the 

relentless increase in fuel prices.
• The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (MoLIT) said container movement at major ports today totaled 

just 14,695 TEU, compared with the usual 36,655 TEU.
• In Pohang, a major industrial area, incoming and outgoing shipments were delayed, including an 8,000-tonne 

shipment from Hyundai Steel.
• The government said it was preparing military trucks for emergency transport if major manufacturers were unable 

to receive supplies.
• Tanker trailer drivers are also involved in the latest strike and the Korea Oil Station Association has asked fuel station 

operators to prepare sufficient inventory so vehicles can still be fueled.
• The latest strike an eight-day sit-in that was resolved after MoLIT extended the Safe Trucking Freight Rates System 

by three years. It was introduced in 2020, during the first wave of Covid, to ensure minimum wages and prevent 
overwork and dangerous driving.

• And as well as a minimum wage, the truckers want the Safe Trucking Freight Rates System to be permanent.
• The government is sticking to its pledge of only extending the Safe Trucking Freight Rates System and has steadfastly 

refused to acquiesce to the truckers' demand for a minimum wage.

Freight rates slowly getting back to normal
• As the immediate aftershocks of the COVID-19 pandemic and the war in Ukraine on global trade gradually subside, 

signs are growing that the finely tuned system of ocean shipping is getting out of the crisis mode.
• The massive disruptions to global supply chains, caused mainly by COVID lockdowns in China and having found a 

vivid expression in ship backlogs at ports, are showing signs of easing. Seabound shipping is ready to assume its 
overwhelming importance of carrying 90% of all transportation across the world.
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Transportation 'pork cycle'
• In economics, the term "pork cycle" describes the phenomenon of cyclical fluctuations of supply and prices in 

livestock markets. It was first observed in 1925 in pig markets in the US when prices were high enticing pork 
breeders to boost their investments. Eventually, the market became saturated, leading to a decline in prices. 
Production is thus decreased and again prices increase.

• Vincent Stamer from the Kiel Institute for the World Economy is convinced shipping companies are now seeing "the 
beginning of a pork cycle" in which nobody can currently say exactly when demand for tonnage will match supply.

• The VDR industry group sees German shipowners "on the right way" with their strategy to upgrade their ships to 
the newest environmental standards. But Stamer has his doubts and points to some dangerous pitfalls for the 
industry. New investment in less polluting ships would "increase transport capacity thus exerting downward 
pressure on freight rates," he said. As a result, German shippers "cannot expect the huge profits of the past to 
continue into the future."

• While the jury is still out on the industry's future investment in capacity, VDR is hoping for the good times to last a 
little longer, even though the exorbitant margins of the past year are definitely over, it admits. Making a good profit 
though is "essential," VDR's Kröger said, for the industry to be able to "afford all the required climate-saving 
technologies needed to meet the emission reduction targets." 

Zero ships waiting off Southern California for first time since 2020
• Not a single container ship waited offshore of the ports of Los Angeles or Long Beach on Nov. 22-23. It was the first 

time the queue had gone to zero since October 2020, in the early days of the COVID-era consumer boom.
• “The container-ship backup for the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach has ended,” declared Kip Louttit, executive 

director of the Marine Exchange of Southern California, in a statement to the media. “It is time to move into a 
different phase of operations.”

• The backup may be over in Southern California, but it’s not yet over for North America overall.
• An American Shipper survey of MarineTraffic ship-position data and port queue lists showed 59 container ships 

waiting off North American ports on Nov. 23, mainly along the East and Gulf coasts.
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Vessel delays/early arrivals, blank sailing and extra-loaders increase volatility in number of sailings per week
• In an ideal world, there should be a set number of sailings 

in any given week on any given trade, which would match 
the number of underlying services offered on the trade. 

• This is however, hardly the case, as vessel delays/early 
arrivals, blank sailings, and extra-loaders, all increase the 
volatility in the number of sailings per week. 
Moreover, the fluctuations have increase sharply compared 
to before the pandemic.

• To illustrate this phenomenon, we calculated the standard 
deviation of the data (in percentage terms), seen over a 
rolling 1-year period from January 2012 to January 2023. 

• For Asia-North America West Coast, this is shown in the 
figure alongside.

• The volatility, in terms of how many vessels more or less are
sailing from week to week, has increased drastically into                                                                    
the North America West Coast. While the apex was reached                                                                     
in early 2021, we begin to see another phase of consistently                                                                 
increasing volatility heading into 2023. 

• On Asia-North America East Coast, the apex was reached in January 2022, and since then, while the volatility has 
fallen and settled at a slightly lower level, it is still higher than the pre-pandemic period.

• On Asia-North Europe, the volatility in the number of sailings was on an increasing slope ever since 2013, making 
sharp jumps in both early 2020 and summer of 2021. There was a sharp drop in early 2022, with volatility 
plateauing some 6 percentage points higher than the pre-pandemic period. On Asia-Mediterranean however, 
volatility is on a declining trend, but still higher than the pre-pandemic period.
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Increased container volume at Port of Melbourne in October
• Port of Melbourne noted increased container volumes 

in October 2022 compared to the same month last year. 
• The Australian port saw October's container throughput 

rise by 15.6% over October 2021 with a total of 295,149 
TEU, while year-to-date box volumes are up 9.3%.

• Full overseas imports increased by 11.9% from October 
2021 with domestic appliances, non-electrical 
machinery, ceramic goods, clothing, miscellaneous 
manufactures and metal manufactures all above last 
year’s volumes.

• Full overseas exports were up 11% from October 2021,                                                                         
with wheat, cottonseed, raw cotton, malt, meat and                                                                           
nuts (almonds) all above last year’s levels. 

• Furthermore, total empty container movements were                                                                            
37.9% above last October's levels.

• According to Port of Melbourne, the global port congestion is improving but remains higher than pre-covid 
averages with some ongoing disruption. At the same time, container freight rates continued to decline throughout 
October, although still remaining above pre-Covid levels.

• "Locally the supply chain remains resilient, with minimal congestion and we continue to monitor the situation," 
said the port in a statement.

Box rates could deteriorate to pre-Covid levels in December
Further slides in the Shanghai Containerized Freight Index (SCFI) are continuing, and it is expected that in December, 
freight levels will be at pre-pandemic levels.
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Retailers Continue to Push for Passage of Credit Card Competition Act
• The retail community is again urging federal lawmakers to take positive action on the Credit Card Competition Act.
• "Support for swipe fee competition is quickly building and this letter from a broad cross section of merchants is 

proof," said Doug Kantor, Merchants Payments Coalition (MPC) Executive Committee member and NACS general 
counsel.

• In a letter sent by MPC to all members of the U.S. House of Representatives and U.S. Senate, more than 1,800 
merchants asked lawmakers to support the Credit Card Competition Act sponsored by Sens. Richard Durbin (D-Ill.) 
and Roger Marshall (R-Kan.) and Reps. Peter Welch (D-Vt.) and Lance Gooden (R-Texas).

• "This legislation … will bring much-needed competition into the United States credit card market, which has been 
dominated by only two players for far too long," the letter said. "As members of the retail community and 
champions of the free market, we typically do not support government intervention except in cases where a market 
is not functioning. That is the case with the credit card marketplace in the United States.“

• "Passing this bill is one of the most important things Congress can do to provide relief for small businesses and 
consumers struggling amid near-record inflation in every state and congressional district," the trade associations 
said. "While this legislation would benefit all merchants, it is small retailers who are calling for swipe fee reform 
more than any segment of our industry. Small retailers have the narrowest profit margins and fewest resources and 
are hit hardest by continuing unjustified increases in swipe fees."

• Both letters cited swipe fees averaging more than 2 percent of the transaction that banks and card networks like 
Visa and Mastercard charge merchants to process credit card transactions. Credit and debit card swipe fees have 
more than doubled over the past decade, increasing 25 percent in 2021 to a record $137.8 billion.

• According to MPC, Visa and Mastercard, which control more than 80 percent of the credit card market, centrally set 
the swipe fees charged by banks that issue cards under their brands rather than the banks competing to offer 
merchants the best deal. They also restrict processing to their own networks, prohibiting competition from other 
networks that can offer lower fees and better security.

• The legislation would require that credit cards issued by the nation's largest banks be enabled to be processed over 
at least two unaffiliated networks — Visa or Mastercard plus a network such as NYCE, Star or Shazam. 
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Antiviral, antibiotic shortages complicate already difficult virus season
• Shortages of medications used to treat common childhood illnesses are placing added stress on parents, 

pharmacists and clinicians navigating an already challenging respiratory virus season, CNN reported Nov. 22.
• As of Nov. 9, 13 Tamiflu generics were in short supply among six drugmakers, according to the drug shortage website 

run by the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists. The antibiotics amoxicillin and Augmentin are also in 
short supply, along with inhalers for the drug albuterol, which helps open airways in the lungs. 

• Michael Ganio, ASHO's senior director of pharmacy practice and quality, said manufacturing issues are not to blame 
for the shortages. 

• "It's just increased demand ahead of schedule and higher than usual," he told CNN.
• Many generic drugmakers are increasing production in response to heightened demand. Teva said it expects some 

concentrations of amoxicillin to be back in stock between early December and late February. Roche told Becker's it 
has "sufficient supply" of Tamiflu and encouraged pharmacies to stock up enough product throughout flu season. 

Measles is ‘imminent threat’ globally, WHO and CDC warn
• Measles, the preventable but highly infectious disease, could be on the verge of a comeback after a lull in the 

immediate months following the emergence of the coronavirus, the World Health Organization and the U.S. Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention said Wednesday. Calling measles an “imminent threat in every region of the 
world,” the two public health bodies said in a report that almost 40m children missed their vaccine doses last year. 

• Measles, which starts with cold-like symptoms, undermines the immune system, making those infected more 
susceptible to other diseases. Seizures and blindness are possible in some instances, according to Britain’s National 
Health Service.

• WHO previously warned that the dip in measles infections early in the pandemic was the “calm before the storm.”
• The number of measles infections has declined over the past two decades, though it remains a mortal threat, 

particularly for unvaccinated young children in the developing world. But there were an estimated 9 million cases 
and 128,000 deaths globally last year, up from 7.5 million cases and 60,700 in 2020. That increase came amid poorer 
disease surveillance and vaccine campaigns that were delayed by the pandemic, the WHO and CDC said.
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Slew of Unusual Adverse Events Becoming More Common After COVID Vaccine Rollout
• since the rollout of COVID-19 vaccines, a significant proportion of vaccinated people have experienced many unusual 

adverse events. Doctors are raising concerns. Public health officials and vaccine manufacturers are also addressing 
the high incidence of blood clots, myocarditis, pericarditis, and menstrual irregularities.

• Yet, there are thousands more documented health conditions reported to the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting 
System (VAERS)—some appearing very frequently—that have not yet been given the same level of attention.

• Since their rollout, COVID-19 vaccines have prompted more VAERS adverse event reports than all VAERS reports 
made in the previous 30 years, comprising over 55 percent of vaccine injury and death reports. These reports have 
thousands of different adverse event labels.

• Although nearly 1.5 million COVID-19 vaccine injury and death reports have been made to VAERS, studies say the 
true number of adverse reactions is many times higher. The 2005–2009 HHS-funded Harvard Pilgrim study found 
that less than 1 percent of adverse events following 1.4 million vaccines administered were reported to VAERS; 
several independent analysts estimate that only 2.5 percent of COVID vaccine adverse reactions are reported to 
VAERS.

• The system is also notorious for its redundancy: injection site swelling, vaccine site swelling, and swelling are 
recorded as separate events, and a person reporting to the system may select one or all three events.

• A study has found that more serious adverse events are more likely to be reported.
o General Adverse Events – Fatigue / Asthenia / Death / Night sweats
o Immunological Adverse Events - COVID-19 / Herpes zoster virus (VZV) / Hypersensitivity / Inflammation
o Neurological Symptoms - Changes in sensation / Pain / Tinnitus / Insomnia / Tremor / Anxiety / Brain fog / 

Changes in taste and smell / Bell’s palsy
o Musculoskeletal Conditions
o Cardiovascular Adverse Events - Heart palpitations / Hypertension / Tachycardia / Pallor / Blood clots / 

Myocarditis
o Pulmonary Adverse Events – Pneumonia / Pulmonary embolism / Acute respiratory failure 
o Endocrine-Related Adverse Events - Menstrual changes / Hot flashes
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‘The pandemic has fundamentally changed the way we work and the way we hire’
• Until August 2020, 70% of businesses remained disrupted. MSMEs had predominantly faced three critical barriers: 

market access, overall productivity, and access to more funds. Chirag Gupta
• The pandemic also became an ‘empowering opportunity for many of India’s                     aspiring and particularly 

ambitious urban women. Richa Jaggi, Awshad
• The pandemic was most challenging for smaller startups, especially for those                          startups that were not 

well funded when the pandemic-induced lockdowns started. Gopalakrishnan,                      N Dayasindhu, and 
Krishnan Narayanan, 'The IT Story Of India'

• Read more at: https://yourstory.com/2022/11/quotes-pandemic-resilience- work-hire
• The complexity of the challenges imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic                                                               

led to the emergence of frugality.
• We are already living in the next generation, and specially after                                                            

COVID we are in the generation where apps tend to have a lot of real-
time features, whether it is tracking on food delivery or a live event.                                                      Pandurang 
Nayak, Amazon 

• This [ecommerce] sector saw exponential growth in the post-pandemic                                                  times as users 
were introduced to a new world of possibilities—seamless digital payments                                     and quick delivery. 
Rishi Vasudev, G.O.A.T. Brand Labs

• What people want from work has changed forever. It is not just about just                              clocking in hours and 
going back home. The pandemic made employees step back and re-evaluate                          priorities. - Sashi Kumar, 
Indeed India

• Post-corona, work-from-home (WFH) has become a new norm that has increased               the overall workforce's 
productivity. Many tech giants like Infosys, IBM, etc. are still providing this flexibility. - Sumanpreet Bhatia, Exotel

• Technology is leading disruption across sectors and talent acquisition is no exception. The pandemic has 
fundamentally changed the way we work and the way we hire. - Sekhar Garisa, foundit.in
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Steep rise in cybersecurity risks challenges Canadian organizations
• Who are the possible targets? Everyone.
• “The cybersecurity threat level has been on the rise for many years and today it’s probably higher than ever,” says 

John Hewie, national security officer for Microsoft Canada. “This was compounded when the pandemic hit. Many 
companies weren’t set up to allow remote work for the majority of their workforce. They had to deploy solutions 
quickly, often contributing to gaps in cybersecurity posture. Attackers are typically opportunistic and look to exploit 
the weak spots in defences.”

• These vulnerabilities have a broader implication than just damage to select organizations. Nation-state actors have 
seized on the opportunity to pursue much larger objectives.

• Destructive Russian cyberattacks this year against Ukrainian targets, including critical infrastructure, have put 
Canada and other countries on heightened alert. This year’s threat bulletin that the Canadian Centre for Cyber 
Security directed toward Canadian critical infrastructure operators was at a level we haven’t seen before, he says.

• Microsoft’s 2022 Digital Defense Report lays out the threats around everything from supply chain to devices and 
infrastructure.

• As the report notes, today’s cybercrime industry has developed into an ecosystem of professionally run units, which 
pull massive profits from their targets through numerous schemes and scams. The most common data breaches 
result from phishing emails, which trick the user into entering credentials on a phony web login site.

• Canadian individuals, businesses and governments are all at increasing risk, says Sami Khoury, head of the Canadian 
Centre for Cyber Security.

• Hewie also advises embracing a Zero Trust security model: assume all activity – even by trusted users – could be an 
attempted breach. It may seem extreme, but it’s a necessary step in a complex modern environment that includes 
the hybrid workplace, to protect people, devices, apps and data wherever they’re located.

• “Firewalls and VPNs alone aren’t good enough anymore. With so much information being digital these days, 
protecting data from unauthorized access is paramount and Zero Trust is an important and modern way to achieve 
that,” Mr. Hewie says.

• Professional cyber attackers will not let up.
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Caterpillar rolls out first all-electric 793 mining truck prototype
• Heavy duty construction machinery producer Caterpillar has built and demonstrated an electric version of its 

monstrous 2,650-horsepower mining truck, aimed at helping the mining industry                                                   
transition to more sustainable operations.

• The 793 Electric has a similar imposing look and gargantuan proportions                                                      
to the 1,000-kWh effort from Anglo American and Williams                                                                        
Advanced Engineering, though that model was designed                                                                         
with battery-electric and hydrogen-electric variants                                                                            
in mind. The Caterpillar prototype is battery all                                                                            
the way.

• The company is not revealing what are likely to be mind-
boggling specs at this stage, but we do know that the                                                                        
truck was loaded to capacity – which would be up to                                                                             
265 US tons assuming it can haul a similar payload to                                                                        
the regular 793 – and driven over a 7-km (4.3-mile)                                                                             
course at Caterpillar's Tucson proving ground in Green                                                                       
Valley, Arizona, which is where it was built.

• It's reported to have rumbled up to a top speed of 60 km/h (37.3 mph), tackled a 10% gradient for one kilometer (0.62 
miles) at 12 km/h (7.5 mph) and then used the 10% downhill jaunt to recoup some energy for its unspecified battery 
pack. At the end of the course, Caterpillar reports that enough charge remained for more complete cycles if needed.

• Other than announcing a "significant investment" to install renewable energy technologies at the proving ground for 
the creation of a testbed for the sustainable mine of the future, Caterpillar is remaining tight-lipped on the finer 
details of the mammoth 793 Electric mining truck prototype. 

• Watching the demonstration were customers from the company's Early Leaner program, which was launched last year 
to speed up development and deployment of Caterpillar's battery electric trucks to help clients meet their emissions 
targets. 
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Tesla Semi completes first 500-mile trip with a full load
• Elon Musk has confirmed that Tesla Semi has completed its first 500-mile trip with a full load – quite a feat for a 

battery-electric truck.
• Tesla Semi is an all-electric class 8 commercial truck that Tesla first                                                         unveiled in 

2017, and it was supposed to be in production in 2019. However,                                                              it was 
delayed several times.

• At the time, it was quite revolutionary to have a purely battery-
powered truck with a full 80,000-lb. class 8 capacity                                                                           
capable of traveling between 300 and 500 miles,                                                                              
depending on the model.

• Since then, several other companies have managed to                                                                          
beat Tesla to market with class 8 electric semi-trucks,                                                                         
such as Volvo, Freightliner, and Nikola, but they have                                                                       
only managed to approach the lower end of the range.

• Now Tesla is finally bringing its electric truck to market                                                                   
with deliveries expected to start this week, and it’s a 500-mile version of the electric truck.

• Tesla CEO Elon Musk confirmed that a Tesla Semi has now completed a 500-mile trip with a full load.
• It seems a bit last minute to complete the first 500-mile drive, considering Tesla is expected to deliver production 

versions of the truck to customers this week. 
• But Tesla has presumably previously completed many shorter trips that confirmed the full range could reach 500 

miles on a single charge.
• Five hundred miles with a full load between charges is the sweet spot for a commercial long-haul semi-truck, because 

after about eight hours of driving, a break for the driver is mandatory.
• With that capacity and a much lower cost of operation per mile than diesel trucks, Tesla Semi is expected to have a 

major impact on the trucking industry. The 500-mile range on a full charge is going to be good to convince people that 
battery-electric trucks can take over the whole class-8 market.
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Since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the effects of energy supply disruptions 
are cascading across everything from food prices to electricity to consumer 
sentiment.

In response to soaring prices, many OECD countries are tapping into their 
strategic petroleum reserves. In fact, since March, the U.S. has sold a record 
one million barrels of oil per day from these reserves. This, among other 
factors, has led gasoline prices to fall more recently—yet deficits could follow 
into 2023, causing prices to increase.
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